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RES integrated engineering and construction teams manage the entire construction process from establishing 
a budget and schedule to final testing and commissioning. In addition to constructing our developed projects, 
RES has a long history of building renewable energy, energy storage, and transmission projects for utilities, 
independent power producers, and developers.
 
RES is a general contractor that will provide full-time, on-site staff responsible for the safe and successful 
construction of projects. We also self-perform the scope listed below for wind and solar projects.

CONSTRUCTION EXPERTISE

In-house engineering and project management delivery process expertise in:

RES CONSTRUCTION AT A GLANCE

Civil Construction Works

 › Clearing, site grading, 
& drainage

 › Roads

 › Crane pads

 › Foundation excavation / 
backfill

Electrical Construction Works

 › Underground MV cabling

 › LV & communications cable

 › HV substation, transmission 
lines, & interconnection

WTG Erection Construction Works

 › Receive & inspect WTGs

 › Nacelle pre-assembly

 › Turbine erection & 
commissioning

Civil Construction Works

 › Clearing, site grading, 
& drainage

 › Roads

Electrical Construction Works

 › AC cabling & terminations

 › DC cabling & terminations

 › Inverter installation

 › HV substation, transmission 
lines, & interconnection

Mechanical Construction Works

 › Racking & PV module installation

WIND

SOLAR

SELF-PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES

 › Permitting

 › Design & resource assessment

 › Civil & electrical engineering

 › Procurement

 › Project management

 › Construction management

 › Health, safety, quality 
management, & 
environmental protection
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ABOUT OUR COMPANY
RES offers integrated solutions to centralized and distributed energy markets applying renewable energy, 
energy storage, transmission, and demand side management technologies. We have developed and/or built 
over 12 GW of renewable energy and energy storage capacity worldwide, constructed more than 1,000 miles of 
transmission lines, and manage a portfolio of assets exceeding 2 GW.

ENGINEERING AND ONSITE EFFICIENCY
RES’ in-house engineering team also offers a depth of knowledge and 
experience in renewable energy, energy storage, and transmission design. 
This in-house design capability provides enhanced coordination between 
disciplines, which enables RES to quickly address issues that may arise on our 
energy projects.

A GENERAL CONTRACTOR THAT SELF-PERFORMS
RES specializes in operating heavy equipment and self-performing work on 
our wind and solar projects. This gives us direct control over the processes 
in the field, which allows RES to refine our long-standing ability to deliver 
high quality, long-lasting solutions to our clients. Some of the construction 
works we self-perform include building roads and crane pads, connecting 
underground cabling and overhead lines, and erecting turbines or installing 
racking and PV modules. RES also self-performs project costing, engineering, 
procurement, management, as well as quality, safety, and environmental 
processes. We collaborate with experienced vendors and subcontractors who 
supplement the work we do not self-perform.

VALUE FOR OUR CLIENTS
RES is a “one-stop shop” in the energy industry, possessing all the capabilities required to develop a successful project 
and deliver considerable value for our clients including:
• A steadfast commitment to safety
• In-house engineering, design, and technical expertise
• Self-performance capabilities
• Stewardship of natural resources and respect for all stakeholder property
• Proficiency with renewable energy, energy storage, and transmission technologies
• A company with financial strength
• A dedicated focus on renewable energy projects


